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INTRODUCTION
YoYo Vison is a Decentralized Finance (Deﬁ) that provides passive income with
its own token «YoYo Vision» (hereafter «YoYo»). Our upcoming projects are
based on the need to have liquid staking coins, tradable on a DEX without any
redemption period and minimum amount.
YoYo was developed in March 2022, to be a new kind of reﬂection token with a
fast-growing community. Our Token is the heart of YoYo Vision.
YoYo is a unique kind of reﬂection token. We have basic functions as taxes of
9% with a 6% distribution in BUSD to holders but implemented new amazing
features. 50% of the tokens are Ecosystem tokens with different functions,
giving YoYo Vision the power to grow. 80% of the Ecoystem tokens are lifelong
locked.
Additionally, YoYo is a hyper-deﬂationary Token, burning 1% of each transaction.
Furthermore, 5% of the total supply is held in the Ecosystem Token Pool «Burn
Events». With the distributions in BUSD, we buy back YoYo and burn additional
tokens. One additional deﬂationary feature is that YoYo constantly burns 40% of
the Ecosystem tokens.
The token is built on Binance smart chains with extremely fast 5 second block
times and cheap gas/transaction fees.
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ABSTRACT
Our YoYo Vision Token is the heart of YoYo Vision. Our Ecosystem Tokens allow
us to grow and ﬁnance our projects. 40% of the Ecosystem Tokens are used to
invest, get passive income, and reinvest in YoYo. All this will lead to a price
increase for our holders/community. Everything within a fair and transparent
smart contract.
Our projects are outlined brieﬂy below:

YOYO VISION DASHBOARD
Dashboard to check rewards gained from distribution and the current value of
our Growth Fund.
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YOYO VISION WALLET
Our YoYo Vision wallet will have wallet balance, coin valuation, functions as API
connection to Crypto Exchanges, and more.

YOYO VISION SWAP
Swap YoYo and other coins directly on our website. Include YoYo Vision Tracker
Tokens as soon as available.

YOYO VISION TRACKER TOKENS
Our largest project is to issue several Tokens. The underlying of the tokens are
well-known staking coins, but our tokens will have no redemption period/unlock
time and no minimum staking amount. Holders are able to always trade our
tokens on DEX and on our website (YoYo Vision Swap).
33% of the proﬁt out of YoYo Vision Tracker Tokens will ﬂow back to our
Community / YoYo Vision Token (e.g. additional burn events, investments via
Growth Pool).
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TOKENOMICS
Token Name

Token Symbol

Decimal

YoYo Vision

YoYo

18

Total Supply

Max Supply

1,000,000,000 YoYo

1,000,000,000 YoYo

YoYo applies a total tax of 9% to buy, sell and transfer transactions

6%

distribution in BUSD to eligible holders.

1%

Liquidity Pool Pancake Swap.

1%

Operation Fee for the team.

1%

Buyback and burn.

Actual Circulating Supply and any changes are available on our website:
https://yoyovision.io/yoyo-token/
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Total Supply

1,000,000,000 YoYo

2%

5%

5%

3%
5%
5%

39%

5%
10%
1%
20%
Presale + Liquidity

Launch Marketing

Growth Fund**

Marketing/Development*

Interest***

Burn Events*

Lucky Draw Events*

Charity*

Reserve***
Team Tokens*

Team Tokens***

* lifelong locked with burn mechanism
** lifelong locked without burn mechanism
*** locked without burn mechanism
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LIFELONG LOCKED EXPLAINED
Tokens are lifelong locked within the smart contract. The respective wallets
can’t sell or transfer any YoYo Token.

BURN MECHANISM EXPLAINED
As soon as 1% of the total supply is in the dead wallet, YoYo Vision will burn 1%
of those Ecosystem tokens.

ECOSYSTEM TOKENS
Our Ecosystem Tokens are the backbone of our community and YoYo Vision.
The largest pool is our «Growth Pool». This pool guarantees longevity of the
token, price increase, and passive income. Whether our projects turn out or not,
our YoYo token will still have a strong backbone with the Ecosystem Tokens, as
YoYo will receive passive income from the «Growth Pool».

HOW THE ECOSYSTEM WORKS:
500'000'000 YoYo are Ecosystem Tokens (50% of total supply)
400'000'000 of those tokens are lifelong locked
200'000'000 of those tokens will be burned during their lifetime, as soon
as 1% of the total supply is burned, 1% of those tokens will be burned as
well.
The tokens receive a 6% distribution in BUSD
The BUSD is used according to the function of the respective pool.
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THE ECOSYSTEM IS POOLED AS FOLLOWS:
GROWTH FUND (20%)
Lifelong locked without burn mechanism
Investments in staking and reﬂection coins
Investments in YoYo
Investments in Launchpads/Presale
Other investments (e.g. suggestions from the community)

P R O F I T S A R E P A S S E D R E G U L A R LY T O T H E
FOLLOWING POOLS:
50% remain in the Growth Fund (Reinvestments)
15% goes to the Marketing Pool
5% goes to the Burn Event Pool
5% goes to the Charity Pool
5% goes to the Reserve Pool
5% goes to the Lucky Draw Pool
15% goes to the YoYo Team Wallet (Operation Fee Growth Fund)

INTEREST (5%):
Locked without burn mechanism
Interest pool for eligible launch participants
The pool will be shared after one year (04 June 2023) within all eligible
launch participants
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The interest is paid 50% in BUSD and 50% in YoYo
As soon the interest is paid, this pool will be added to the Growth Fund
Pool

MARKETING/DEVELOPMENT (10%):
Lifetime locked with burn mechanism
Development and ﬁnancing projects
Give liquidity to project «YoYo Vision Tracker Tokens»
Financing upcoming listing
Jobs within the community
Jobs outside the community (if no member is suitable)
Marketing Events (e.g. Airdrops)
Other marketing activities (e.g. suggestions from the community)

BURN EVENTS (5%):
Lifelong locked with burn mechanism
Buyback YoYo
Burn YoYo regularly

RESERVE(5%):
Locked without burn mechanism
Reserve for unknown events
Liquidity Pool for upcoming Listings
Give liquidity to project «YoYo Vision Tracker Tokens»
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LUCKY DRAW EVENTS (3%):
Lifelong locked with burn mechanism
Regular Lucky Events/Lottery for holders (in YoYo)

CHARITY (2%):
Lifelong locked with burn mechanism
Support different charity projects (for humans, animals and climate)
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ROADMAP 2022
Q1 2022
Create Website

Write Whitepaper for Community

Create Logo

Deploy YoYo Vision Token (YoYo)

Open Involved Wallets

Audit Report

Open Social Media Channels

Launch Marketing Q1

Q2 2022
Launch Marketing Q2

Apply for CoinGecko Listing

Team KYC

Apply for CoinMarketCap Listing

Organize Launch

Start Creation of «YoYo Vision
Dashboard»

Start Initial Investments
(Growth Pool)

Minimum 250 Holders

Q3-Q4 2022
Ongoing: Marketing

List ﬁrst «YoYo Vision Tracker Token»

Start Development
«YoYo Vision Wallet»

Plan second «YoYo Vision Tracker
Token»

Start Development
«YoYo Vision Swap»

Apply for additional Listings (YoYo
Vision Token / YoYo)

Issue ﬁrst «YoYo Vision
Tracker Token»

Minimum 1000 Holders
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PHILOSOPHY
Our vision is to get stronger as a community, long-term price growth for our
YoYo, and a lifelong passive income in BUSD.
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) gives everyone the possibility to invest in small
amounts. The existing ﬁnancial industry makes mostly only a few riches, we
would like to change that. Investors should have the possibility to invest in
small amounts and with no minimum.
YoYo Vision believes in DeFi and would like to give everyone from everywhere in
the world the opportunity to invest. We would like to bring crypto to the average
person.
We take our project «YoYo Vision Tracker Tokens» as example. In most Wallets,
a BNB holder is only able to stake a minimum of 1 BNB. With our «YoYo
Tokens» it will be possible to stake without a minimum. All investors, small or
large, are welcome.
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CORE VALUES
Trust
It is sometimes diﬃcult to have trust in humans. In the cryptocurrency market
trust is paramount. Our YoYo and community are in safe hands. The smart
contract is audited, all Ecosystem and initial Liquidity tokens are locked.
Furthermore, a minimum of one Co-Founder / Team member will do a KYC.
Transparency
YoYo is decentralized. We encourage open communication with our community.
We believe that community, trust, transparency, and communication are the 4
pillars to be successful. All involved Wallets/Ecosystem tokens are mentioned
on our website (https://yoyovision.io/yoyo-token/).
Community
An important pillar is our valuable community. Only together we are strong. We
would like to grow as an international community. Our target is to assign all
marketing, development, moderator, writer jobs, and so on to community
members.
Communication
We would like to invite our community to an open discussion and participate in
decisions. Our main communication channel is Telegram. Our team always
communicates clearly and openly. We expect the same from our community.
Please always be respectful in all our social media channels.
Charity
Not only the community will gain proﬁt from YoYo, disadvantaged persons,
animals, and our climate as well. The team sponsors several projects and
announces any sponsoring on our social media channels. Sometimes we will
include our community in the decision process and ask, which project the
community would like to sponsor.
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O N E C O M M U N I T Y,
ONE TEAM,
ONE VISION!
twitter.com/yoyo_vision

t.me/yoyo_vision

HT TPS : // YOYOV I S ION.IO/

